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Directory of Services

IMPORTANT ELECTION NEWS
ELECTRONIC ELECTIONS UPDATE
The Delaware ACS is excited to announce that this year,
will be our first electronic elections.
We will be sending both an email and post card to eligible
local section members. Each voter will receive the same
access code via both mechanisms, so they can only vote
once.
Expect your ballot to arrive the first week of May. Please
vote and make your voice heard!
If you have any questions, please email
delawareacs@gmail.com
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CHAIR’S COLUMN

Hello
This is the election issue. This year several
positions will be filled — namely Chair
Elect, Secretary, Treasurer, Director,
Councilor and Alternate Councilor.
Please read the bios of each of the
candidates within this bulletin. This year
an electronic election process will be
implemented. You will receive an email
with your one-time electronic ballot.
Please follow the instructions and
VOTE! Your vote is very important to
the organization. If you have any election related questions please feel free to
contact a member of the executive committee for clarification. Thank you to
those who are interested in participating
in the Delaware Section of the ACS. I
look forward to an exciting 2016!
Again, congratulations to George Lahm
for being selected as the recipient of the
2015 Carother’s Award. Thank you to
everyone for a successful event.
There are several events in May that are
highlighted in this issue. Please make
plans to attend our Networking Event in
Newark, DE at Grotto Pizza on May
21st. We will provide plenty of pizza so
stop in and have a slice or two. Please
bring some guests – ACS members and
non-members are welcome. Please mark
your calendars for the Chem Vets Meeting on May 19th. Dr. Ruth Wexler will
be presenting a talk titled “Lessons
Learned in Discovering a Drug: Apixaban
as a Case Study”.
Thanks to everyone for your participation in the Delaware Section of ACS. I
look forward to seeing you at upcoming
events.

Justin Chan
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Delaware ACS Networking Happy Hour
1. Provide input to the executive committee on future events
2. Network with fellow members
Date:
Time:
Location:
Cost:

Thursday, May 21st, 2015

6:00 - 8:00 pm
Grotto Pizza, 45 East Main Street Newark, DE 19711
FREE
Pizza will be provided.
Alcoholic beverages will be available for cash or charge at the bar.
Please register so that we can have enough food.

Registration:
1. Use the link provided on the section website, http://delacs.sites.org, or in the
Del-Chem Bulletin distribution announcement to register online.
2. E-mail delawareacs@gmail.com to receive a link to online registration
Members who are unable to register online should call Justin Chan at 302-695-3514
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Brown Bag Lecture:
A talk by Jason Pine

“Meth Labs, Material Culture, and Industrial Geography”
Date:
Time:
Location:
Event Type:
Fee:
Registration:

May 5, 2015
12:00–1:00 p.m.
CHF 315 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106
Open to the Public
Free
Not Required

Small-scale home methamphetamine labs have been an increasingly widespread phenomenon
in the United States and in other parts of the world for decades. Unlike most other “illicit”
drugs, meth is easily produced from everyday mass consumer products, such as drain
cleaner, lithium batteries, camping fuel, and pseudoephedrine-based cold medicine. In this
talk Pine focuses on northeastern Missouri, a region that has long had the highest or one of
the highest incidences of meth labs in the country according to yearly statistics produced
by local and state law enforcement. Rather than considering meth cooking first as an illicit,
fringe activity, Pine approaches it as one material cultural practice within a wider repertoire
and emplaced in a particular cultural geography. Through an ethnographic and historical
analysis of forms of labor and tinkering, gun cultures, topography, big-box and dollar-store
consumer landscapes, and industrial geography, this talk suggests that meth cooking takes
shape within and shapes the materialities of a place.
Jason Pine is an assistant professor of anthropology and media, society, and arts at Purchase
College, SUNY, and a 2015 CHF Fellow. His first book, The Art of Making Do in Naples
(Minnesota 2012), is an ethnographic study of a DIY music industry operating in the margins of organized crime networks in Naples. In this talk he will draw on research for his
current book project, Meth Labs, Alchemy, and the Matter of Life.
For more information about this event, please contact at 215.873.8289 or bbl@chemheritage.org
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Brown Bag Lecture:
A talk by Elly Truitt

“Roger Bacon’s Experimental Science”
Roger Bacon’s essay on natural philosophy, experimental science, and magic, Letter on the
Secret Powers of Art and Nature, and on the Invalidity of Magic (ca. 1270s), contains almost
all of the alchemical ideas that were later attributed to Bacon in the Elizabethan text, The
Mirror of Alchimy, as well as speculative technology, and a detailed discussion of necromancy. In this short work Bacon explained his concept of scientia experimentalis, which
he proposed as a way of harnessing natural forces to produce stunning and useful effects.
Bacon used alchemy as an extended example of the promise of technology to surpass natural limits. Bacon’s ideas about the power of human art, or technology, are central to his
reputation as an alchemist and a necromancer in the late 16th century, and to understanding
the complex intellectual connections between medieval natural philosophy, magic, and
technology and early modern natural philosophy and alchemy.
Elly Truitt is an assistant professor at Bryn Mawr College and a 2015 CHF fellow. She specializes in medieval history and science and medicine. She received her PhD in the history
of science from Harvard University in 2007. Her research interests include medieval technology, the occult sciences, courtly culture, imaginary lands and faraway places, and all
aspects of the strange and weird of the medieval world
Date:
May 12, 2015
Time:
12:00–1:00 p.m.
Location:
CHF 315 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106
Event Type:
Open to the Public
Fee:
Free
Registration:
Not Required
For more information about this event, please contact at 215.873.8289 or bbl@chemheritage.org

Brown Bag Lecture:
“Bringing Science Down to the Level of Boys: Chemistry
Sets, the American Future, and Making Meaning out of
Science Using the Technological Systems of Toys”
A talk by Deanna Day
This talk has been rescheduled from February 3.
Deanna Day is a 2014–2015 Haas Postdoctoral Fellow at the Chemical Heritage Foundation.
Her talk will focus on her current research project, “Teaching through Toys: Girls Experiencing
Science and Technology from Chemistry Sets to the American Girl Dolls.”
Date:
Time:
Location:
Event Type:
Fee:
Registration:

May 19, 2015
12:00–1:00 p.m.
CHF 315 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106
Open to the Public
Free
Not Required

For more information about this event, please contact at 215.873.8289 or bbl@chemheritage.org
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Chem Vets Meeting
Lessons Learned in Discovering a Drug: Apixaban as
a Case Study
Ruth Wexler, Ph.D. Discovery Chemistry, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Princeton, New Jersey,
08543, United States
Abstract:
Cardiovascular disease is the largest cause of death and disability in developed countries.
A common component of the end stage of these diseases is thromboembolic disorders which
account for over 50% of cardiovascular related deaths. This large unmet medical need
resulted in intense activity to discover and develop new antithrombotic drugs. Drug discovery
directed at the treatment and prevention of thromboembolic diseases has been challenged
by the need to balance robust efficacy with exquisite safety. Perhaps the most impactful
advance to date in the area of oral anticoagulants, has been the recent introduction into
clinical practice of the new class of orally bioavailable small molecule factor Xa (FXa) inhibitors. This presentation will highlight lessons learned from the discovery of Eliquis®
(apixaban), a novel oral FXa inhibitor; many of these key learnings are applicable to current
and future drug discovery efforts.
Biography:
Dr. Ruth Wexler received a B. A. with honors in Chemistry with a minor in biology from
Boston University in 1977, and a Ph.D. in Organic Chemistry from the University of
Pennsylvania in 1982. She joined DuPont as a Research Chemist in the Medicinal Chemistry
Section of the Biomedical Products Division and was promoted to positions of increasing
leadership responsibility becoming an Executive Director in 1998. In 2001, she moved to
Bristol-Myers Squibb (post-acquisition of DuPont Pharmaceuticals Company) where she
currently heads the medicinal chemistry efforts directed at Cardiovascular Diseases. During
her career, Dr. Wexler has led research groups focused on the design and synthesis of drug
candidates directed at Cardiovascular/Metabolic Diseases (hypertension, atherosclerosis,
thrombosis, heart failure and obesity), Inflammatory Diseases, and Alzheimer’s Disease.
Her group has been involved in many innovative advances most notably in the Cardiovascular area, where their research efforts have resulted in two marketed Cardiovascular drugs:
Cozaar®, an angiotensin II receptor antagonist; and Eliquis®, a factor Xa inhibitor, as well
as the discovery of 20 additional compounds which were selected for clinical evaluation
across a wide range of mechanisms of action.
Dr. Wexler has been active in the American Chemical Society where she served the
Medicinal Chemistry Division on the Long Range Planning Committee (1996-1999),
Predoctoral Fellowship program Committee (1998-2001), and as Industrial Councilor
(2003-2005), and the Organic Division as a member of the Executive Committee (19972000). She also served as a member of the NIH Medicinal Chemistry A Study Section
(1999-2003). She was honored in 2004 as one of twelve Outstanding New Jersey Women
in Research by the New Jersey Association for Biomedical Research. In 2011, she was a
recipient of the Bristol-Myers Squibb Ondetti and Cushman Award for her leadership role
in the discovery of Eliquis®. Ruth was inducted into ACS Division of Medicinal Chemistry
Hall of Fame in 2014 and was recently selected as the recipient of the American Chemical
Society 2015 E.B. Hershberg Award for Important Discoveries in Medicinally Active Substances.
Ruth has co-authored over 190 peer-reviewed scientific publications and patents, and has
continued on page 8
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Chem Vets Meeting continued from page 7

contributed several review articles and book chapters largely in the area of cardiovascular
research.
Date:
May 19, 2015
Time:
12 p.m. –2 p.m.
Location:
DuPont, Chestnut Run Laboratories
12:00 Lunch (Admin. Bldg.)
1:00 Lecture (Bldg. 713 auditorium)
Event Type:
Open to the Public
Fee:
None
Registration:
Not Required

The Stanley C. Israel Regional Award for
Advancing Diversity in the Chemical Sciences
Sponsored by the ACS Committee on Minority Affairs

Nomination Guidelines:
Purpose:
To recognize individuals and/or institutions that have advanced diversity in the chemical
sciences and significantly stimulated or fostered activities that promote inclusiveness within
the region.
Nature:
The award consists of a medal and a $1,000 grant to support and further the activities for
which the award was made. The award also will include funding to cover the recipient's
travel expenses to the ACS regional meeting at which the award will be presented.
Rules of Eligibility:
Individuals nominated for the award may come from any professional setting:
academia, industry, government, or other independent facility. Nominees may also be
organizations, including ACS local sections and divisions. The awardees will have increased
the participation and leadership of persons from diverse or underrepresented minority
group(s), persons with disabilities, or women.
To Nominate:
For nomination of individuals, a letter of nomination of no more than three pages and a CV
or resume is required. For institutions or corporations, a brief description of the institution
or organization must be included. Nominations may also include up to two supporting letters
of no more than three pages and up to five different samples of program materials.
To submit applications: please go online:
http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/funding-and-awards/awards/other/
diversity/stan-israel-award
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Spring at Last
Al Denio

The Denver ACS Meeting –
While visiting the Expo on March 24, I was
able to chat with our new ACS CEO, Dr.
Tom Connelly. This former DuPont Vice
President from our Delaware Section seems
like a great choice. Another newly retired
DuPont “Lifer”, Dr. Pat Confalone, is Chair
of our Board of Directors so we are well
represented in ACS.
Ed Wasserman and I spent Monday morning
at a meeting of the Senior Chemists Committee.
We are happy to see so many Local Sections
starting to organize groups of Senior
Chemists, based on our Chem Vets. This is
a growing talent pool of chemists and chem
engineers.
While in Denver, I was curious about how
their new marijuana law was working. I was
able to engage a local police officer in a discussion. My question was how this new law
was affecting him. He was quite unhappy
with this new kind of commerce. One main
concern was the use of this drug in addition
to alcohol. He sees many people quite out
of control and dangerous to deal with. His
advice to Delaware – “Don’t go there!”
Next I visited a marijuana store, Euflora, at
401 16th Street Mall. I had to show a driver’s
license to be admitted. The nice young man
(early twenties?) showed me around and
discussed the many products available. I
explained that I was there for “educational
purposes”. They had many plant varieties
available, many listed at $20/ounce. They
also had “edible” products such as cookies
and candies. Also for sale were leaf
grinders, cigarette papers, T-shirts, books,
posters, etc.
Colorado seems happy with the resulting tax
revenues. Washington, Oregon and Alaska
have also legalized this new kind of commerce. Will our legislature chase after this
new source of tax money? Stay tuned.
A Lady Trooper –
I refer to Marge Christoph, a 50-year ACS
member who lives in Elkton but has been
very active in the Delaware Section. She
DEL- CHEM BULLETIN – MAY 2015

moved here when her husband Frank came
to join DuPont. Marge left the workforce to
raise their five children. She then joined the
faculty at St. Mark’s School and taught
chemistry for many years. When she retired,
she continued her efforts as a volunteer.
Marge has had a major impact on chemical
education in this area. She has just been
honored with the 2015 Tillmanns-Skolnik
Award of the Delaware Section for her many
years of service.
A Guy Trooper –
Another dedicated chemical educator in the
Delaware Section is Dr. Mike Stemniski. At
one point he chaired our Section and has
also won the Tillmanns-Skolnik Award. A
native of Pennsylvania, he earned his Ph.D.
at Fordham University. After working for
DuPont, he left to teach at McKean High
School. During that time he was also an
Adjunct Professor at Delaware Tech in Stanton.
He is now an Adjunct Professor at the University
of Delaware.
Mike has become known in this region for
his chemical demonstration shows. He
performs each Fall at the Delaware Section’s
National Chemistry Week. He is a regular
Chem Demo Guy at the Hagley Museum’s
Invention Convention. He is our version of
Wisconsin’s Shakhashiri!
While he is an Organic Chemist, he likes to
defy the Laws of Physics on golf courses.
Sir Isaac Newton would be impressed by
Mighty Mike.
Professor Richard P. Wool –
His sudden death on March 24 is a great loss
to our profession. He joined the faculty at
the University of Delaware in 1995. Prof.
Wool was in the Department of Chemical
Engineering and became quite famous in the
field of Materials Science. Among his many
honors was winning the Presidential Green
Chemistry Challenge Award. He is survived
by his wife Deborah Fitzgerald Wool plus
daughters Sorcha, Meghan and Breeda.
9
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Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting
Delaware Section of the American Chemical Society
Tuesday, March 10, 2015.
Chair Justin Chan called the meeting to order at 6:13 P.M.
Chair’s Report:
Justin thanked everyone for attending. The January networking event was a happy hour at
the BBC Bar and Grill, with about 25 participants, many younger attendees, however Justin
encouraged Executive Committee members to consider attending future events. A similar
event will most likely be scheduled in May. The February awards meeting was held at the
Doubletree. Dr. Joseph Fox received the Section Award and was the speaker. There were
about 20-25 attendees, with a good number from UD.
Jasbir Deol and Kelcie Mowrer received their student awards. The other students did not
attend, Norm will send their certificates to them. The price of the certificates is high. Giving
the students a monetary award and a printed certificate was discussed and recommended
for next year. Justin noted that dinner service in the restaurant prior to the meeting was
slow; this also occurred in 2014 so Peiwen should keep this in mind for 2016.
Discussion of ways to improve attendance included having a dinner meeting, and moving
the venue closer to Newark. The timing of the awards meeting and having a separate meeting
for student awards was reviewed by Allison Moore and Tiffany Hoerter. In the past the
college student awards had been given in May with the 50-60 member awards.
The March meeting is a joint meeting with ChemVets at the Chestnut Run location on March
17. Kristin de Ghetaldi is the speaker. Peiwen will have lunch with the speaker prior to the talk.
April is the Carothers Award event. The recipient is Dr. George Lahm. Justin has verbal
confirmation that the trophies have been ordered. The event is at the DuPont Country Club.
The cost is $35 and registration is up on the website. Justin reminded the group of the
Labovsky bequest and ideas for using it were discussed. John Gavenonis suggested inviting
the Labovsky family to attend.
Potential candidates for Chair-Elect and Treasurer have been identified. John Gavenonis
stated that his term as Councilor was up, and Julie Brady noted that the secretary is a oneyear position. Tiffany suggested that those currently holding a position be asked if they
want to run rather than being automatically on the ballot. Rakesh Nambiar inquired about
candidates from Ashland.
Tiffany reported on online voting services. The companies used by ACS and their divisions
handle both the electronic voting and those who opt for a paper ballot. Allison noted that
the By-Laws allow electronic voting so Tiffany will lead the coordination. Julie reminded
Justin and Tiffany to inform her of the election date in order to obtain the Elections-Only
roster.
Past-Chair’s Report:
Rakesh submitted the annual report which was due February 15. Tiffany approved it and
ACS confirmed that it was received. He thanked all those who contributed.
Chair-Elect’s Report
Peiwen Zheng introduced herself and expressed her excitement at the opportunity to work
with the Committee for the next two years.
Secretary’s Report:
Julie Brady noted the poor turnout from students could be due to the addresses where letters
were sent; they are typically the student’s home addresses. The first letter announcing the
award will request contact information for the upcoming academic year to see if that
alleviates the issue.
The sending of the 50-60 year letter was delayed to mid-summer last year and could have
contributed to low turnout. Several late responses indicated that recipients were traveling
and received the information just prior to or after the event. Julie requested that Justin pass
on the 50-60 year information as soon as it is scheduled so the letter can go out as soon as
the event is scheduled.
continued on page 11
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Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting continued from page 10

Another area of concern is announcement of awards. Justin requested letters be sent to Dr.
Fox to announce the Section Award and coordinate planning the meeting. Andrea Martin
requested that letters be sent to the students but no one requested a letter be sent to Marge
Christoph notifying her of her award. Julie will make a checklist for the secretary’s records
to ensure that all award recipients are notified in the future, and to eliminate the need for
requests for letters to be sent out.
Allison recommended that a special recognition of Marge’s contributions to the section be
done at this year’s 50 & 60 member event as she had a previous commitment on the night
of the awards ceremony.
Treasurer’s Report:
Mary Jo Bock submitted a report via email on February 28, 2015.
Reports of Committees and Related Groups
Government Affairs: John has sent emails to Senator Carper’s and Senator Coon’s offices
to schedule meetings in March or April. John will inform Justin of the timing of the meetings
with the senators as the chair typically attends those meetings.
The last time Senator Carper addressed the section was in 2008 so an invitation to speak
would be timely. Former Senator Kaufman also expressed interest in speaking if the timing
could be arranged. The March 2 C&E News contains a picture of John and Senator Coons
accompanying a policy article.
Biswajit Choudur summarized the leadership meeting in Dallas. He gained insights in the
ACS organization and the role of the local sections. Collaborations between adjacent
sections to co-sponsor or coordinate events were recommended. John mentioned the Ullyot
Award collaboration and Justin outlined the process for Peiwen who will participate in this
year’s event. Tiffany and Justin discussed the rotation of award presentation between
organizations. John mentioned webinars produced by the New York Section that would
potentially be a good collaboration opportunity.
Awards: Julie will be sending out the high school textbook awards letter soon and asked
for feedback on sending both a hardcopy and an electronic letter. The response was good
so both will be sent out again. Tiffany has the teachers list and will send the electronic
version and Julie will send the hard copy.
Rakesh enquired about the Chemistry exam in May. Allison contacted Andrea Martin and
confirmed that Mike Stemniski will organize and run the event.
Chemists Celebrate Earth Day: Todd Brugel informed the group that NatureFest is not being
held this year. There is no back-up right now; Todd is looking into possibilities for
community engagement through Ashland. He’s hoping to find an environmental volunteer
opportunity that would involve a 2-3 time yearly commitment and welcomes suggestions.
Todd enquired if there was a master list of science teacher including elementary level to
send out the illustrated poem information. The existing list is high schools only.
Investments: Todd reported that there are no concerns with the investments at this point.
Old Business:
The Executive Committee discussed the history and value of Local Section Councilor
attendance at National Meetings and noted that a significant fraction of the cost is
reimbursed by ACS National.
Biswajit noted that engagement of college and high school students is an ACS goal. Todd
suggested holding events nearer the UD campus to engage that population; Justin will
consider holding the May meeting in Newark. The status of the UD Poster session was
discussed. Biswajit enquired about efforts to recruit student members and Justin asked
about student chapters; Julie will forward the current student roster to him. Allison
suggested hosting an informal gathering on campus and Biswajit concurred. Todd mentioned
doing something with DTCC and Julie invited anyone interested to the department’s annual
Networking Dinner.
Allison inquired about ChemLuminary nominations. None were submitted this year.
continued on page 12
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Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting continued from page 11

New Business:
none
Tiffany moved to adjourn, Todd seconded. The motion carried, and the meeting was
adjourned at 7:08 P.M.
Officers and Councilors Present:
Justin Chan, Julie Brady, Todd Brugel, Biswajit Choudhury, John Gavenonis, Tiffany
Hoerter, Allison Moore, Rakesh Nambiar, Craig Westphal, Peiwen Zheng
Officers and Councilors Absent:
Mary Jo Bock, Norm Henry, Martha Hollomon, Kim Huynh-Ba, Nora Radu, Maggie
Schooler,
Others Present:
none
Respectfully submitted,
Julie E. Brady

Heritage Day

Heritage Day is CHF’s annual celebration of the achievements and promise of the sciences
and technologies that shape material culture. During Heritage Day 2015, CHF will produce
a variety of activities around the theme Secrets from Science and Industry, followed by an
evening awards ceremony.
Learn more about Heritage Day awards and activities at
http://www.chemheritage.org/visit/events/heritage-day/index.aspx
Date:
Time:
Location:
Event Type:
Fee:
Registration:

12

May 14, 2015
11:00–8:30 p.m.
CHF 315 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106
Open to the Public
Free
Deadline May 4, 2015
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Delaware Section ACS 2015 Elections
Giang Vo
Candidate for Chair-Elect 2015
of the Delaware Section of the American Chemical Society
Biography:
Giang Vo is a Senior Research Investigator at DuPont CR&D. He received a B.S. degree
in chemistry from the Illinois of Institute of Technology in 2005 and a Ph.D. degree in
Organic Chemistry from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 2010 under the
tutelage of Professor John F. Hartwig. He then worked as a postdoc with Geoffrey Coates
in polyolefin chemistry at Cornell University before joining DuPont CR&D in July, 2012.
His areas of expertise include organic, organometallic and polymer chemistry. His current
work in CR&D is on the development of materials for Organic Lighting-Emitting Diode
(OLED) and the development of polyester polymerizations.

Policy Statement:
I am excited about the prospect of working together with talented scientists and engineers
to enhance the agenda of our ACS Delaware Section. Specifically, I am a strong advocate
for the promotion of science, chemistry in particular, to the general public. Often, the public
has misconceptions about the value and purposes of science to today’s society, and I believe
that our efforts and ability are vital in enhancing public awareness, acceptance and excitement of science. These efforts will also allow the professional development of our members
within the community and beyond. As a Chair Elect, I will have the honor and priviledge
to work with the executive council team and other members to support these efforts through
enriching programs and activities. I will use my experience as the leader of the “New Employee Workgroup Steering Committee” at DuPont CR&D to bring
together chemists from different
backgrounds to deliver exciting
seminars and workshops to our
members as well as local junior
high, high school and college students. My aim is to have a vibrant
community of solvers from junior
high to mid-career professionals.

DEL- CHEM BULLETIN – MAY 2015
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Andrea Martin
Candidate for Director 2015
of the Delaware Section of the
American Chemical Society
Biography:
Andrea Martin received her B.S. in
Chemistry from Ursinus College and her
Ph.D. in Inorganic Chemistry from the
University of Delaware. She received a
NIH postdoctoral fellowship to Columbia
University, and then joined the Hercules
Research Center. During her career at Hercules, Andi worked in corporate research, applied research, technical service, and sales.
She then made a mid-life career change to college teaching. Now an associate professor at
Widener University in Chester, PA, Andi has also taught at the Stanton Campus of Delaware
Technical and Community College and at the University of Delaware. She teaches freshman chemistry lecture and laboratory to science/engineering and health professions majors
as well as upper level inorganic chemistry and introductory environmental science. She has
been a facilitator for numerous national workshops on Process-Oriented Guided Inquiry
Learning (POGIL).
Andi has served the Delaware Section as Chair, Secretary, and Treasurer. She has chaired
or served on the Education, Program, Audit, Investment, and Long-Range Planning committees.
Currently, she serves on the Regional Meetings Committee of the ACS Division of
Chemical Education. At Widener, she currently chairs the faculty Budget & Planning
Assessment Committee and is involved in strategic planning and reaccreditation efforts.

Rakesh Nambiar
Candidate for Director
of the Delaware Section of the American Chemical Society
Biography:
Rakesh Nambiar is a Senior Research Investigator at E.I. du Pont de Nemours and
Company. He is a member of the Molecular Sciences Division of Central Research and
continued on page 15
14
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Rakesh Nambiar continued from page 14

Development. Rakesh received his PhD from Georgia
Tech in Polymer Science in 2009 under the supervision
Prof. David Collard. His PhD work focused mainly on
synthesis and characterization of functional conjugated
polymers for applications in thin film transistors and
light emitting diodes. Rakesh joined Dupont immediately
after his graduation in late 2009. Rakesh is an active
member of the National ACS as well as ACS Delaware local section. He is a core committee member of the New Program Proposals Committee of POLY division of National
ACS. He was the Chair of the DE ACS local section in 2014.

Policy Statement:
I am honored to be nominated for Director of the Delaware section of ACS and hope to
have your vote. I believe that the ACS and DE section has to address the needs of the local
section members and to enhance the value of their ACS membership. Active participation
from members of all age levels by recruiting new members and maintaining their interest
in chemistry and profession is of utmost importance. I would like to work on these issues
diligently to advance the objectives and strength of DE ACS section if elected.

Julie Brady
Candidate for Secretary
of the Delaware Section of the American
Chemical Society
Biography:
I am the Instructional Coordinator for the Biology and Chemistry Department at the Stanton
Campus of Delaware Technical Community College. I have been secretary of the Delaware
continued on page 16
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Juie Brady continued from page 15

Local Section since January 2012 and would welcome the opportunity to continue in this office.
I received a B.S. in Chemistry from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and an M.S. in
Analytical Chemistry from the University of Minnesota, and was a lab manager in the School
of Pharmacy at the University of Pittsburgh prior to relocating to Delaware. Since moving
to Delaware, I have taught at both the high school and college level, and have been a
full-time instructor at Delaware Tech for the past twenty years.

Alicia Briegel
Candidate for Treasurer
of the Delaware Section of the American
Chemical Society
Biography:
Alicia Briegel graduated from Shippensburg University with a Bachelor’s degree in chemistry
in 2012. During her senior year, she became a member of the ACS and had the pleasure of
attending the national meeting in San Diego where she presented a poster on organic
chemistry research under Allison Predecki. She then pursued a Master’s degree with a
focus in organic/carbohydrate chemistry at Villanova University under the advisement of
Robert Giuliano. Upon graduation from the Master’s program in 2014, Alicia joined
DuPont, where she currently works as a polymer chemist on post-polymerization modification.
Her interests outside of chemistry include learning foreign languages, traveling, making
crafts and cooking. Two of her strengths that would help her succeed as the treasurer include
managing time and finances.

Policy Statement:
Alicia stated, “I am always eager for new opportunities and I would love to represent the
Delaware section of the ACS as the treasurer.”
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John Gavenonis
Candidate for Councilor
of the Delaware Section of the American Chemical Society
Biography:
John Gavenonis is the Global Manufacturing Technology Manager for DuPontTM Kalrez®
and Vespel® in DuPont Performance Polymers (DPP). In this position, he leads a team of
60 manufacturing technology engineers at 8 plant sites globally to drive strategic technology
programs, new product introductions, and continuous improvement. In his former role,
John was Global Technology Manager – Renewable / Sustainable Materials at DPP, where
he led the global R&D program to develop new engineering thermoplastic resins derived
from renewable feedstocks. Prior to this role, John was part of the DPP industrial, consumer,
and energy marketing group, where he expanded applications for DPP products in the global
health care market segment. From December 2006 to April 2009, John was part of the
Engineering Polymers technical service group with responsibility for Zytel® and Minlon®
nylon products. He started at DuPont in November 2003 as a Research and Development
Chemist in the business extensions group at DuPont Titanium Technologies, where his
research supported new business development initiatives.
John received an S.B. degree in chemistry from MIT, where he conducted undergraduate
research on early transition metal polymerization catalysts with 2005 Nobel Laureate Professor
Richard R. Schrock. He earned his Ph.D. in organometallic / inorganic chemistry in 2003
from the University of California, Berkeley under the direction of Professor T. Don Tilley.
His thesis research focused on the development of early transition metal complexes
containing sterically demanding ligands and reactive sigma-bonds. John is originally from
Larksville, Pennsylvania.
John has been a member of the American Chemical Society since 1998, is a member of the
Division of Inorganic Chemistry, is a former member of the California Section, and is
currently Councilor and Government Affairs Committee Co-Chair for the Delaware Section.
As Councilor, he is a former member of the Local Section Activities Committee (LSAC),
where he was the LSAC liaison to the Committee on Chemistry and Public Affairs (CCPA)
and the Alliances and Partnerships Sub-Committee Chair. John was a member of ACS President
Marinda Wu’s task force Vision 2025: Helping ACS Members Thrive in the Global Chemistry
Enterprise. He was formerly Chair, Secretary, and NCW Chair of the Delaware Section.
John is a former member of the MIT Alumni Association Board of Directors where developed
and launched a policy advocacy program for MIT alumni that is similar to the ACS Act 4
Chemistry Legislative Action Network (LAN).

Policy Statement:
During my time as Councilor, I spent 7 years as a member of LSAC, where I served in several
leadership roles. As a member of the Local Section Assistance and Development (LSAD)
continued on page 18
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John Gavenonis continued from page 17

subcommittee, I worked with a number of local sections to help improve their meeting programming and attendance. As an example, I had extensive contact with a local section in
the mid-Atlantic region, culminating in a visit with ACS staff to deliver a presentation outlining tools and resources for local section development. In addition, I chaired the LSAC
task force that reviewed the Science Café program and made recommendations to LSAC
about how to continue and improve this popular program. I was later the Chair of the LSAC
Alliances and Partnerships Sub-Committee.
In addition, I leveraged my experience as a CCPA liaison to enhance public policy advocacy
in my role as Delaware Section Government Affairs Committee (GAC) Co-Chair. Under
my leadership, Delaware Section policy advocacy has been significantly more focused, addressing timely legislation of interest to ACS with regular meetings with our federal legislators in their Delaware and Washington offices. In addition, I organized joint meetings for
members of Delaware ACS and MIT Club of the Delaware Valley with Senator Chris Coons
(2014), Senator Ted Kaufman (2010), and Senator Tom Carper (2008). These programs are
documented on the Delaware Section website and played a significant role in the Delaware
Section receiving the ACS President’s ChemLuminary Award for Local Section Government
Affairs 3 times in a span of 5 years.
If I am re-elected, I will continue to take advantage of my experience in multiple Delaware
Section roles to maintain the strong bridge between the Delaware Section and ACS National.
Councilors are responsible for articulating local section concerns when constructing national
policy. As Councilor, former Secretary, Government Affairs Committee Co-Chair, and PastChair, I’ve been fortunate to interact with many of our members in the course of planning
and organizing section meetings. These opportunities have allowed me to better understand
the varied interests of our ca. 1,500 member Section. As Councilor, I will articulate our
common interests for the advancement of the chemistry community and public policy, and
I will be available to address individual member concerns. Furthermore, I will work with
ACS National representatives to emphasize timely, relevant programs that address Delaware
Section interests.

Martha Hollomon
Candidate for Councilor
of the Delaware Section of the American
Chemical Society
Biography:
She received her B.S. from Virginia Tech. Upon completion of
her undergraduate studies, she worked as a polymer chemist at
the Research Triangle Institute in Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina. She obtained M.S. in Textile Chemistry in 1993 and
continued on page 19
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Martha Hollomon continued from page 18

Ph.D. in organic chemistry in 1998 from North Carolina State University. Her thesis
research focused on Polymeric Assemblies as Organic Based Molecular Magnetic Materials.
Martha was active in the North Carolina Section before relocating to Delaware. After
completing her graduate studies, Martha accepted a position as a Senior Research Chemist
in the Pulp and Paper Division at the Hercules Incorporated (now Ashland) Research Center.
She currently teaches at Widener University and Delaware Technical and Community
College. She has been actively involved in the Delaware Section serving as National Chemistry
Week (NCW) Chair 1999, 2000, 2003; Chair-Elect 2001, Chair 2002, Immediate Past Chair
2003, and Councilor (2004-present). She actively serves on the following Delaware Local
Section Committees: National Chemistry Week, Government Affairs, Kids & Chemistry,
Annual Report, and Education.
As Delaware Section Councilor, Martha served on ACS Council Committee of Local
Section Activities (LSAC), LSAC liaison to Public Relations and Communication (CPRC);
LSAC Advocacy Task Force; Silver Circle – Senior Chemist Task Force; and Committee
on Meetings & Expositions (M&E). Martha has also served as Executive Secretary and currently
Chair for the Middle Atlantic Regional Meeting Board (MARM); Delaware Section
MARM delegate; General Chair of MARM 2010 hosted by the Delaware Section. Martha
received recognition from the Delaware Section with Tillmanns-Skolnik Distinguished
Service Award and National ACS Salute to Excellence Award during the 234th National
Meeting from 2007 President Catherine (Katie) T. Hunt recognizing Martha’s organization
of Katie’s two day Presidential visit to Delaware where Katie spoke to Delaware Senate,
Delaware House of Representative, Governor, Lt. Governor, Secretary of Education,
Delaware Teachers’ reception, Delaware Biotechnology Institute, six classrooms, and 50& 60-year Delaware ACS members.

Policy Statement::
I am honored to be re-nominated for Councilor of the Delaware Section and solicit your
vote so I may continue to represent you on the ACS Council. A Councilor represents the
interests of Delaware Section members on the Council. The Councilor position is a vital
office for the Section as he/she is responsible for representing the Section’s positions on
the Council floor and for serving on the governing committees of the ACS. Also, the Councilor
serves on the Section’s Executive Committee and participates in all decisions affecting the
activities of the Section. Since I became a Councilor in 2004, I served for seven years on
the ACS Council Committee of Local Section Activities (LSAC), which is the primary
voice of the Local Sections in ACS governance. Currently, I am serving on the Meetings
and Expositions Committee (M&E) where I will continue to work to improving the operation
of our National and Regional meetings and facilitate the electronic dissemination of program
content to our members. As all of us know, we live in an interesting time with the industry
undergoing considerable changes. I believe the ACS and the Delaware Section need to address
the needs of the members and to enhance the value of their ACS membership. Moreover,
we should continue involving our members at all age levels in Section activities, to recruit
new members, and to maintain the interest of our members in our profession. I do greatly
enjoy my volunteer work for the Delaware Section and the ACS. I shall welcome the
opportunity to continue to serving the members of the Delaware Section as Councilor. If
re-elected to the position of ACS Councilor, I pledge to continue to work diligently to
advance the objectives and strengths of the Delaware Section. I would appreciate your support
in this election.
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Nora S. Radu
Candidate for Alternate Councilor
of the Delaware Section of the American
Chemical Society
Biography:
Academic History: B.S., 1990, Ithaca College; Ph.D., 1995, University of California, San
Diego with T. Don Tilley; Postdoctoral Associate, 1995-96, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology/Los Alamos, with Stephen L. Buchwald and Carol Burns; N. I. H. Postdoctoral
Fellow 1996-1998, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, with Stephen L. Buchwald.
Current Position: Principal Investigator, DuPont Co., Experimental Station, Wilmington, DE.
ACS Activities: Alternate Councilor, Division of Inorganic Chemistry, 2000-2002; ACS
National Meeting Symposium Organizer, 2004 and 2015; Alternate Councilor, Delaware
Local Section 2007-present; Organizer of the Organometallic Chemistry sessions for the
Division of Inorganic Chemistry, 2008-present; Program co-chair for the Division of
Inorganic Chemistry, 2010-present; ACS Science Coach (2013-present); Member of the
Editorial Advisory Board Member of the journal ACS Central Science (2015- present).
Other Significant Professional Activities: Chair, Gordon Research Conference on
Organometallic Chemistry, 2007; Initiator of the Gordon-Kenan Research Seminar on
Organometallic Chemistry, 2006; Chair, 1st Gordon-Kenan Research Seminar on
Organometallic Chemistry, 2007.
Research Interests: Organometallic, polymer and materials chemistry; design and synthesis
of organometallic and organic materials for optical applications.

Norman W. Henry III
Candidate for Alternate Councilor
of the Delaware Section of the American
Chemical Society
Biography:
Norm Henry is a retired senior research chemist and certified
industrial hygienist from DuPont. He has a BA Degree in Chemistry from Lafayette College
1965 and a MS degree from the University of Delaware 1977. He worked for the DuPont
company for 40 years and currently is self employed as an industrial hygiene consultant in
his own Company, Safety and Health By Protection, SHBP. He has been active in the ACS
for 50 years both in the local section (past chair, treasurer, director, councilor, alternate
councilor), awards, education and safety committees and nationally in ACS Division of
Chemical Health and Safety (CHAS). He is on the CHAS Board of Editors. He is also
active in the American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) where he has served on various
technical committees and is a AIHA Fellow. He is an emeritus member of the Health Physics
Society (HPS) and currently works part time as a radiation control specialist for the office
of radiation control division of public health (DPH) State of Delaware. He also served on
the Authority on Radiation Protection for the State of Delaware for 25 years as a representative
from industry. He has taught chemistry and environmental, safety and health courses at
Delaware Technical Community College for the past 30 years. He has over 40 technical
continued on page 21
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Norman W. Henry III continued from page 20

publications in chemical, radiological and biological safety and environmental health. He
also serves as a community member on the University of Delaware’s Institutional Biosafety
Committee.

Policy Statement:
As a member of the ACS and Delaware section I have enjoyed participating in their
activities and contributing to the section’s program. This year I will be recognized as an
emeritus member with 50 years’ of service to the ACS. During these challenging economic
times we need to continue to reach out to potential new members and to our community to
share are experiences in chemistry and provide an opportunity to network with others in
our field. We need to help our fellow members struggling with employment issues, provide
voluntary assistance to education programs and teachers of science so that we can continue
to maintain interest in the chemical profession as a career opportunity. Personally, I will
continue to support our awards recognition program for chemistry teachers and outstanding
high school and university chemistry student awards. For those members in our section
who have made outstanding contributions to chemistry and our section program we need
to continue to recognize them for their efforts as well.. One last and challenging idea that I
would like to explore is the possibility of finding a location and/or facility for our section’s
meetings, to display section historical items, records and awards that our section has received.

Kim Huynh-Ba
Alternate Councilor Special Election
of the Delaware Section of the American
Chemical Society
Biography:
Kim Huynh-Ba is the Managing Director of Pharmalytik Consulting Services. She is also
an adjunct professor of Temple University, School of Pharmacy, and Illinois Institute of
Technology (IIT), Chemistry Department. She has over 25 years of experiences in pharmaceutical industry, mainly in the Regulatory and Compliance areas. She is a Short Course
Instructor for ACS since 2004. Kim is a member of Governing Board of Eastern Analytical
Symposium and was their 2013 President. She is also a member of the U.S. Pharmacopeial
Convention Expert Committee. Her previous employment includes Astra Zeneca, DuPont
Merck, DuPont Pharmaceutical, Wyeth Vaccines, Widener University, Delaware Technical
and Community College. Kim authored/co-authored numerous publications including 2
book volumes on Pharmaceutical Analysis. She is an ACS member since 1987. Kim resides in Newark DE with her husband and 2 sons.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Science on Tap
Date:
Time:
Location:

May 11, 2015

6:00 p.m. (Doors open at 5:00)
National Mechanics
22 S. Third Street Philadelphia, PA 19106
Event Type:
Open to the Public
Fee:
Free
Registration:
Not Required
Science on Tap is a monthly science café in Philadelphia for anyone
interested in getting together with other people to discuss a range of
engaging science topics. It is held the second Monday of (most) every
month.
Located at National Mechanics, a relaxed, convivial bar in Old City,
Science on Tap features a brief, informal presentation by a scientist
or other expert followed by lively conversation. The goal is to promote
enthusiasm for science in a fun, spirited, and accessible way, while
also meeting new people. Come join the conversation!
Open to the public (age 21+ or accompanied by chaperone 25 years
or older).
Topic: Check

http://scienceontapphilly.com/sot-events/
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Brown Bag Lecture: “Meth Labs, Material Culture, and
Industrial Geography”
Science on Tap
Brown Bag Lecture: “Roger Bacon’s Experimental Science”
Heritage Day
Chem Vets Meeting “Lessons Learned in Discovering a Drug:
Apixaban as a Case Study” by Ruth Wexler, PhD
Brown Bag Lecture: “Bringing Science Down to the Level of
Boys: Chemistry Sets, the American Future, and Making
Meaning out of Science Using the Technological Systems of
Toys”
Cain Conference Public Lecture
Networking Event
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